This worksheet will outline the messages that are important to share with the audience as a self-advocate and trained ambassadors. Use this sheet to highlight your message as a buddy pair, ways to incorporate your audience, and your call to action. Use the points from this worksheet to enhance the final speech. Remember to include BB facts or BB history.

**Introduction**

Include: What are your names?; How did you become involved in Best Buddies?; Maybe a fun fact about your friendship (an attention grabber); Try to incorporate your “Hook”.

“Thank you” to the audience ____________________________________________________________

Our names are __________________________________________________________

We are from __________________________________________________________________________

Best Buddies Program ____________________________________________________________

Interesting Fact about your friendship:

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

---

**Body**

What is something you want people to know about your friendship? What makes your buddy/peer buddy a good friend? What do you want people to learn from hearing about your friendship? Give examples

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

---

**Conclusion**

Why should this audience care? Why is it important that they take your message and help you change the world to be a more inclusive place? What is your call to action? Try to incorporate another “hook”

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________